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Abstract

et al., 2016; Sun and Zhang, 2018); (2) non-task
dialog-modeling approaches that can conduct more
In this paper, we provide a bilingual paralfree-form interactions for recommendation, withlel human-to-human recommendation dialog
out pre-defined user intents and slots (Li et al.,
dataset (DuRecDial 2.0) to enable researchers
2018; Kang et al., 2019). Recently more and more
to explore a challenging task of multilingual
and cross-lingual conversational recommendaefforts are devoted to the research line of the section. The difference between DuRecDial 2.0
ond category and many datasets have been created,
and existing conversational recommendation
including English dialog datasets (Dodge et al.,
datasets is that the data item (Profile, Goal,
2016; Li et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019; Moon
Knowledge, Context, Response) in DuRecDial
et al., 2019; Hayati et al., 2020) and Chinese dialog
2.0 is annotated in two languages, both Endatasets (Liu et al., 2020b; Zhou et al., 2020).
glish and Chinese, while other datasets are
built with the setting of a single language. We
However, to the best of our knowledge, almost
collect 8.2k dialogs aligned across English and
all these datasets are constructed in the setting
Chinese languages (16.5k dialogs and 255k utof a single language, and there is no publicly
terances in total) that are annotated by crowdavailable multilingual dataset for conversational
sourced workers with strict quality control prorecommendation. Previous work on other NLP
cedure. We then build monolingual, multilintasks have proved that multilingual corpora can
gual, and cross-lingual conversational recombring performance improvement in comparison
mendation baselines on DuRecDial 2.0. Experwith monolingual task setting, such as for the tasks
iment results show that the use of additional
English data can bring performance improveof task-oriented dialog (Schuster et al., 2019b),
ment for Chinese conversational recommensemantic parsing (Li et al., 2021), QA and readdation, indicating the benefits of DuRecDial
ing comprehension (Jing et al., 2019; Lewis et al.,
2.0. Finally, this dataset provides a challeng2020; Artetxe et al., 2020; Clark et al., 2020; Hu
ing testbed for future studies of monolingual,
et al., 2020; Hardalov et al., 2020), machine transmultilingual, and cross-lingual conversational
1
lation(Johnson et al., 2017), document classificarecommendation.
tion (Lewis et al., 2004; Klementiev et al., 2012;
1 Introduction
Schwenk and Li, 2018), semantic role labelling
In recent years, there has been a significant in- (Akbik et al., 2015) and NLI (Conneau et al., 2018).
crease in the research topic of conversational rec- Therefore it is necessary to create multilingual conversational recommendation dataset that might enommendation due to the rise of voice-based bots
(Kang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018; Sun and Zhang, hance model performance when compared with
2018; Christakopoulou et al., 2016; Warnestal, monolingual training setting, and it could provide
2005). These works focus on how to provide recom- a new benchmark dataset for the study of multilingual modeling techniques.
mendation service in a more user-friendly manner
To facilitate the study of this challenge, we
through dialog-based interactions. They fall into
present
a bilingual parallel recommendation dialog
two categories: (1) task-oriented dialog-modeling
approaches with requirement of pre-defined user in- dataset, DuRecDial 2.0, for multilingual and crosslingual conversational recommendation. DuRectents and slots (Warnestal, 2005; Christakopoulou
Dial
2.0 consists of 8.2K dialogs aligned across
∗
This work was done at Baidu.
†
two languages, English and Chinese (16.5K dialogs
Corresponding author: Wanxiang Che.
1
https://github.com/liuzeming01/DuRecDial.
and 255K utterances in total). Table 1 shows the
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The bilingual parallel dataset

It has refined characters and
capricious plots./
,

云诡的情节

精炼的⼈物 波谲

明星

Xun Zhou/

......
User:Anyway, she's really good.
Bot:Do you want to see her movie <The message>? It has refined
characters and capricious plots.

周迅

演员
Stolen life/
⽣死劫
The message/

⻛声

你知道电影 ⽣死劫

1.User: Who is the actor of the movie <stolen life>?/
<
>
?
2.Bot: It is Xun Zhou./
3.User:She is my goddess./
4.Bot: You have good taste. Zhou Xun is the most popular actress in the
Golden Eagle Award of China TV./

的主演是谁吗

Monolingual Conversational Recommendation

actress/

是周迅哦。
是我⼥神演的呀。
Xen-Xzh：
你真有眼光呀，周迅是中国电视⾦
鹰奖最受欢迎⼥演员呢。
......
7.User:Anyway, she's really good./嗯嗯，反正她真的很优秀。
8.Bot:Do you want to see her movie <The message>? It has refined
Yen-Yzh： characters and capricious plots./那你要看看她演的《⻛声》吗？该⽚
具有精炼的⼈物，波谲云诡的情节，很好看哦！

Multilingual Conversational Recommendation

：
Yen：
Xzh：
嗯嗯，反正她真的很优秀。
那你要看看她演的《⻛声》吗？该⽚具有精炼的⼈物，
Yzh： 波橘云诡的情节，很好看哦！

演主

亚洲电影⼤奖最佳⼥演员
类别

类别

论评

：

The best actress of the Asian Film
type/
Awards/

Xen

movie star/
type/

论评

中国电视⾦鹰奖最受欢迎⼥演员

：
Yen：

推荐
⻛声

Recommend/
The message/

starring/

The most popular actress of the
Golden Eagle Award of China TV/

Ken-Kzh

闲聊
周迅

Chitchat/
Xun Zhou/

comment/

： StolenQA/life/问答
⽣死劫

commen/
t

Gen-Gzh

Xen

......

User:Anyway, she's really good.
Bot:Do you want to see her movie <The message>? It has refined
characters and capricious plots.
......
User:
Bot:

：Crosslingual Conversational Recommendation
Yzh：
那你要看看她演的《⻛声》吗？该⽚具有精炼的⼈物，
波谲云诡的情节，很好看哦！
Xen

......

User:Anyway, she's really good.
Bot:

Figure 1: Illustration of DuRecDial 2.0 with the monolingual, multilingual, and crosslingual conversational
recommendation on the dataset. We use different colors to indicate different goals. G, K, X, and Y stands for
dialog goal, knowledge, context, and response respectively.

difference between DuRecDial 2.0 and existing
conversational recommendation datasets. We also
analyze DuRecDial 2.0 in-depth and find that it offers more diversified prefixes of utterances and then
more flexible language style, as shown in Figure
2(a) and Figure 2(b).
We define five tasks on this dataset. As shown
in Figure 1 M onolingual, the first two tasks are
English or Chinese monolingual conversational recommendation, where dialog context, knowledge,
dialog goal, and response are in the same language.
It aims at investigating the performance variation
of the same model across two different languages.
As shown in Figure 1 M ultilingual, there is another task that is called multilingual conversational
recommendation. Here we directly mix training instances of the two languages into a single training
set and train a single model to handle both English
and Chinese conversational recommendation at the
same time. As shown in Figure 1 Crosslingual,
the last two tasks are cross-lingual conversational
recommendation, where model input and output
are in different languages, e.g. dialog context is in
English (or Chinese) and generated response is in
Chinese (or English).

XNLG (Chi et al., 2020)2 and mBART (Liu et al.,
2020a)3 . We conduct an empirical study of the
baselines on DuRecDial 2.0, and experiment results indicate that the use of additional English data
can bring performance improvement for Chinese
conversational recommendation.
In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
• To facilitate the study of multilingual and
cross-lingual conversational recommendation,
we create a novel dataset DuRecDial 2.0,
the first publicly available bilingual parallel
dataset for conversational recommendation.
• We define five tasks, including monolingual,
multilingual, and cross-lingual conversational
recommendation, based on DuRecDial 2.0.
• We establish monolingual, multilingual, and
cross-lingual conversational recommendation
baselines on DuRecDial 2.0. The results of
automatic evaluation and human evaluation
confirm the benefits of this bilingual dataset
for Chinese conversational recommendation.
2

To address these tasks, we build baselines using
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3

https://github.com/CZWin32768/XNLG
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/

Datasets
Facebook_Rec(Dodge et al., 2016)
REDIAL (Li et al., 2018)
GoRecDial (Kang et al., 2019)
OpenDialKG (Moon et al., 2019)
DuRecDial (Liu et al., 2020b)
TG-ReDial (Zhou et al., 2020)
INSPIRED (Hayati et al., 2020)
DuRecDial 2.0 (Ours)

Language

Parallel

#Dial.

#Utt.

Dialog types

Domains

EN
EN
EN
EN
ZH

7
7
7
7
7

1M
10k
9k
12k
10.2k

6M
163k
170k
143k
156k

ZH
EN
EN-ZH

7
7
3

10k
1k
16.5k

129k
35k
255k

Rec.
Rec., chitchat
Rec.
Rec.
Rec.,
chitchat,
QA, task
Rec.
Rec.
Rec.,
chitchat,
QA, task

Movie
Movie
Movie
Movie, book
Movie, music, star,
food,
restaurant,
news, weather
Movie
Movie
Movie, music, star,
food,
restaurant,
weather

Table 1: Comparison of DuRecDial 2.0 with other datasets for conversational recommendation. “EN”, “ZH”,
“Dial.”, “Utt.”, and “Rec.” stands for English, Chinese, dialogs, utterances, and recommendation respectively.

2

Related Work

ian) for the dialogue state tracking dataset WOZ 2.0
(Mrkšić et al., 2017a) and trained a unified framework to cope with multiple languages. Meanwhile,
Schuster et al. (2019a) introduced a multilingual
NLU dataset and highlighted the need for more sophisticated cross-lingual methods. Those datasets
mainly focus on multilingual NLU and DST for
task-oriented dialogue and are not parallel. In comparison with them, DuRecDial 2.0 is a bilingual
parallel dataset for conversational recommendation. Multilingual chit-chat datasets are relatively
scarce. Lin et al. (2020) propose a Multilingual
Persona-Chat dataset, XPersona, by extending the
Persona-Chat corpora (Dinan et al., 2019) to six
languages: Chinese, French, Indonesian, Italian,
Korean, and Japanese. In XPersona, the training
sets are automatically translated using translation
APIs, while the validation and test sets are annotated by human. XPersona focuses on personalized
cross-lingual chit-chat generation, while DuRecDial 2.0 focuses on multilingual and cross-lingual
conversational recommendation.

Datasets for Conversational Recommendation
To facilitate the study of conversational recommendation, multiple datasets have been created in previous work, as shown in Table 1. The first recommendation dialog dataset is released by Dodge
et al. (2016), which is a synthetic dialog dataset
built with the use of the classic MovieLens ratings dataset and natural language templates. Li
et al. (2018) creates a human-to-human multi-turn
recommendation dialog dataset, which combines
the elements of social chitchat and recommendation dialogs. Kang et al. (2019) provides a recommendation dialogue dataset with clear goals, and
Moon et al. (2019) collects a parallel Dialog↔KG
corpus for recommendation. (Liu et al., 2020b)
constructs a human-to-human conversational recommendation dataset contains 4 dialog types and 7
domains, which has clear goals to achieve during
each conversation, and user profiles for personalized conversation. (Zhou et al., 2020) automatically collects a conversational recommendation
dataset, which is built with the use of movie data. 3 Dataset Collection
(Hayati et al., 2020) provides a conversational recDuRecDial 2.0 is designed to collect highly parommendation dataset with additional annotations
allel data to facilitate the study of monolingual,
for sociable recommendation strategies. Compared
with them, each dialogue in DuRecDial 2.0 attach- multilingual and cross-lingual conversational recommendation.
ing with seeker profiles, knowledge triples, a goal
In this section, we describe the three steps for
sequence is parallel in English and Chinese.
dataset
construction: (1) Constructing the parallel
Multilingual and Cross-lingual Datasets for
Dialog Modeling Dialogue Systems are catego- data item; (2) Collecting conversation utterances by
rized as task-oriented and chit-chat. Several multi- crowdsourcing; (3) Collecting knowledge triples
by crowdsourcing.
lingual task-oriented dialogue datasets have been
published (Mrkšić et al., 2017b; Schuster et al.,
3.1 Parallel Data Item Construction
2019a), enabling evaluation of the approaches
for cross-lingual dialogue systems. Mrkšić et al. To collect parallel data, we follow the task design
(2017b) annotated two languages (German and Ital- in previous work (Liu et al., 2020b) and use same
4337

annotation rules, so parallel data items (e.g., knowledge graph, user profile, task templates, and conversation situation) are essential.
Parallel knowledge graph The domains covered in DuRecDial (Liu et al., 2020b) include star,
movie, music, news, food, POI, and weather. As
the quality of automatically translated news texts
is poor, we remove the domain of news and keep
other domains. For the weather domain, we construct its parallel knowledge as follows: 1) decompose Chinese weather information into some aspects of weather(e.g. the highest temperature, the
lowest temperature, wind direction, etc.), 2) multiple crowdsourced annotators translate and combine English weather information to generate parallel weather information. For other domains, the
edges of knowledge graph are translated by multiple crowdsourced annotators, and the nodes are
constructed as follows:
• We crawl the English name of movies,
stars, music, food, and restaurants from several related websites for the movie456 /star
456 /music478 /food4910 /POI49 domain. If the
English name of at least two websites is the
same, it is used to construct the parallel knowledge graph.

on domains and entities. The personal information is translated by multiple crowdsourced annotators directly. The preference on domains and
entities is replaced based on the parallel knowledge graph constructed above and then revised by
crowdsourced annotators.
Parallel task templates The task templates contain: 1) a goal sequence, where each goal consists
of two elements, a dialog type and a dialog topic,
corresponding to a sub-dialog, 2) a detailed description about each goal. We create parallel task
templates by 1) replacing dialog type and topic
based on the parallel knowledge graph constructed
above, and 2) translating goal descriptions.
Parallel conversation situation The construction of parallel conversation situation also includes
two steps: 1) decompose situation into chat time,
place and topic, 2) multiple crowdsourced annotators translate chat time, place and topic to construct
parallel conversation situation.
3.2

Dataset Collection

To guarantee the quality of translation, we use a
strict quality control procedure.
First, before translation, all entities in all utterances are replaced based on the parallel knowledge
graph constructed above to ensure knowledge ac• If the English names are different, crowd- curacy.
Then, we randomly sample 100 conversations
sourced annotators choose one of the candidate English names crawled above to con- (about 1500 utterances) and assign them to more
than 100 professional translators. After translation,
struct the parallel knowledge graph.
all translation results are assessed 1-3 times by 3
• Otherwise, multiple crowdsourced annotators
data specialists with translation experience. Speciftranslate the Chinese nodes into English.
ically, data specialists randomly select 20% of each
translator’s translation results for assessment. The
Following these rules, we finally obtain 16,556
assessment includes word-level, utterance-level,
bilingual parallel nodes and 254 parallel edges, re- and session-level. For word-level assessment, they
sulting in about 123,298 parallel knowledge triplets, assess whether entities are consistent with the
the accuracy of which is over 97% 11 . Table 2 pro- knowledge graph, whether the choice of words
vides the statistics of DuRecDial 2.0.
is appropriate, and whether there are typos. For
Parallel user profiles The user profile contains
utterance-level assessment, they assess whether the
personal information (e.g. name, gender, age, resi- utterance is accurate, colloquial, and has no redundence city, occupation, etc.) and his/her preference
dancy. For session-level assessment, they assess
whether the session is coherent and is parallel to
4
https://baike.baidu.com/
DuRecDial (Liu et al., 2020b). If the error rate
5
http://www.mtime.com
6
exceeds 10%, translators are no longer allowed to
https://maoyan.com/
7
translate. If the error rate exceeds 3%, we will ask
https://music.163.com/
8
https://y.qq.com
translators to fix these errors. After this second9
https://www.meituan.com
round translation, we will conduct another assess10
https://wenku.baidu.com
11
ment. In second-round assessment, if the error rate
We randomly sampled 100 triplets and manually evaluated them.
is less than 2%, translators will pass directly, other4338

wise, they will be assessed for the third time. In the
third-round assessment, only the error rate is less
than 1% can pass. Finally, we pick 23 translators.
Finally, the 23 translators translate about 1000 utterances at a time based on the parallel user profile,
knowledge graph, task templates, and conversation
situation. After data translation, data specialists
randomly select 10-20% of each translator’s translation results for assessment in the same way as
above. The translators can continue to translate
only after their passing the assessment.
3.3

Related Knowledge Triples Annotation

Due to the complexity of this task and the massive
knowledge triples corresponding to each dialog, it
is very challenging for knowledge selection and
goal planning. In addition to translating dialogue
utterances, the annotators were also required to
record the related knowledge triples if the utterances are generated according to some triples.

4
4.1

Dataset Analysis
Data statistics and quality

Table 2 provides statistics of DuRecDial 2.0 and
its knowledge graph, indicating rich variability of
dialog types and domains. Following the evaluation method in previous work (Liu et al., 2020b),
we conduct human evaluations for data quality.12
Finally we obtain an average score of 0.93 on this
evaluation set.
4.2

Prefixes of utterances

Since REDIAL (Li et al., 2018) has been the main
benchmark for conversational recommendation, we
perform an in-depth comparison between the English part of DuRecDial 2.0 with REDIAL (Li et al.,
2018).
As human-bot conversations are very diversified in real-world applications, we expect a richer
variability of utterances to mimic real-world application scenarios. Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show
the distribution of frequent trigram prefixes. We
find that nearly all prefixes of utterances in Redial
(Li et al., 2018) are Hello, Hi, and Hey, while the
prefixes of utterances in DuRecDial 2.0 are more
diversified. For example, several sectors indicated
by prefixes Do, What, Who, How, Please, Play, and

I are frequent in DuRecDial 2.0 but are completely
absent in Redial (Li et al., 2018), indicating that
DuRecDial 2.0 has a more flexible language style.

5

Task Formulation on DuRecDial 2.0
N

k

D
Let Dk = {dki }i=0
denote a set of dialogs by the
seeker sk (0 ≤ k < Ns ), where NDk is the number
of dialogs by the seeker sk , and Ns is the number of
seekers. Recall that we attach each dialog (say dki )
with an updated seeker profile (denoted as Pisk ), a
knowledge graph K = {kj }m
j=0 , a goal sequence
ty tp m
G = {(gj , gj )}j=0 , where kj is several knowledge triples, gjty is a candidate dialog type and gjtp
is a candidate dialog topic. Given a context X with
sk
k
utterances {uj }m−1
j=0 from the dialog di , G, Pi and
K, the aim is to produce a proper response Y = um
ty tp
for completion of the goal gc = (gm
, gm ).

Monolingual conversational recommendation:
Task 1: (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen ) or Task 2: (Xzh ,
Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ). With these two monolingual conversational recommendation forms, we can investigate the performance variation of the same model
trained on two separate datasets in different languages. In our experiments, we train two conversational recommendation models respectively for
the two monolingual tasks. Then we can evaluate
their performance variation across English and Chinese to see how the changes between languages
can affect model performance.
Multilingual conversational recommendation:
Task 3: (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen , Xzh , Gzh , Kzh ,
Yzh ). Similar to multilingual neural machine translation(Johnson et al., 2017) and multilingual reading comprehension(Jing et al., 2019), we directly
mix training instances of the two languages into
a single training set and train a single model to
handle both English and Chinese conversational
recommendation at the same time. This task setting can help us investigate if the use of additional
training data in another language can bring performance benefits for a model of current language.

Cross-lingual conversational recommendation:
The two forms of crosslingual conversational recommendation are Task 4: (Xzh , Gen , Ken , Yen )
and Task 5: (Xen , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), where given
related goals and knowledge (e.g., in Engish), the
12
A dialog will be rated “1” if it wholly follows the instrucmodel takes dialog context in one language (e.g.,
tion in task templates and the utterances are grammatically
in Chinese) as input, and then produce responses
correct and fluent, otherwise “0”. Then we ask three persons
to judge the quality of 200 randomly sampled dialogs
in another language (e.g., in Engish) as output. Un4339

Knowledge
graph
DuRecDial
2.0

#Domains
#Parallel entities
#Parallel attributes
#Parallel triples
#Parallel dialogs
#Parallel sub-dialogs for QA/Rec/task/chitchat
#Parallel utterances
#Parallel seekers
#Parallel entities recommended/accepted/rejected

6
16,556
254
123,298
16,482
11,326/13,640/5,198/16,482
255,346
2,714
17,354/13,476/3,878

Table 2: Statistics of knowledge graph and DuRecDial 2.0.

(b) DuRecDial 2.0

(a) Redial

Figure 2: Distribution of trigram prefixes for first turn utterances in Redial (Li et al., 2018) and DuRecDial 2.0
(Ours).

derstanding the mixed-language dialog context is a
desirable skill for end-to-end dialog systems. This
task setting can help evaluate if a model has the capability to perform this kind of cross-lingual tasks.

6
6.1

Experiments and Results
Experiment Setting

Dataset For the train/development/test set, we follow the split of (Liu et al., 2020b), with one notable difference that we discard the dialogues that
include news.
Automatic Evaluation Metrics: For automatic
evaluation from the viewpoint of conversation, we
follow the setting in previous work (Liu et al.,
2020b) to use several common metrics such as
F1, BLEU (DLEU1 and DLEU2) (Papineni et al.,
2002), and DISTINCT (DIST-1 and DIST-2) (Li
et al., 2016) to measure the relevance, fluency, and
diversity of generated responses. Moreover, we
also evaluate the knowledge-selection capability
of each model by calculating knowledge precision/recall/F1 scores as done in Wu et al. (2019);
Liu et al. (2020b).13 In addition, to evaluate rec13
When calculating the knowledge precision/recall/F1, we
compare the generated results with the correct knowledge.

ommendation effectiveness, we design two automatic metrics shown as follows. First, to measure
how well a model can lead the whole dialog to
approach a recommendation target, we design a
metric dialog-Leading Success rate (LS ). It calculates the percentage of times a dialog can successfully reach or mention the target after a few dialog
turns.14 Second, to measure how well a model can
respond to new topics by users, we design a metric
User-Topic Consistency rate (UTC). It calculates
the percentage of times the model can successfully
follow new topics mentioned by users.15
Human Evaluation Metrics: The human evaluation is conducted at the level of both turns and
dialogs.
For turn-level human evaluation, we ask each
model to produce a response conditioned on a given
context, goal and related knowledge. The generated responses are evaluated by three persons in
terms of fluency, appropriateness, informativeness,
14
We convert each multi-turn dialog into multiple (context,
response) pairs, and generate a response for each context, and
then evaluate LS and UTC based on the generated conversation
(dialog level).
15
If the generated response is coherent with the new topic
mentioned by user, we define "successfully follow the topic".
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proactivity, and knowledge accuracy.16
For dialogue-level human evaluation, we let each
model converse with humans and proactively make
recommendations when given goals and reference
knowledge. For each model, we collect 30 dialogs.
These dialogs are then evaluated by three persons
in terms of two metrics: (1) coherence that examines fluency, relevancy and logical consistency
of each response when given the current goal and
context, and (2) recommendation success rate that
measures measures the percentage of times users
finally accept the recommendation at the end of a
dialog.
The evaluators rate the dialogs on a scale of 0
(poor) to 2 (good) in terms of each human metric
except recommendation success rate.17
6.2

Methods

XNLG (Chi et al., 2020) is a cross-lingual pretrained model with both monolingual and crosslingual objectives and updates the parameters of
the encoder and decoder through auto-encoding
and autoregressive tasks to transfer monolingual
NLG supervision to other pre-trained languages.
When the target language is the same as the language of training data, we fine-tune the parameters
of encoder and decoder. When the target language
is different from the language of training data, we
fine-tune the the parameters of encoder. The objective of fine-tuning encoder is to minimize:
X

Le =

(x,y)

LXM LM +

(x,y)∈Dp

X

(x)

LM LM

(x)∈Dm

(x,y)

(x)

where LXM LM and LM LM are the same as XNLG,
Dp indicates the parallel corpus, and Dm is the
monolingual corpus.
The objective of fine-tuning decoder is to minimize:
X
X
(x,y)
(x)
Ld =
LXAE +
LDAE
(x,y)∈Dp
(x,y)

(x)∈Dm

(x)

where LXAE and LEAE are the same as XNLG.
mBART (Liu et al., 2020a) is a multilingual
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) denoising autoencoder pre-trained on a subset of 25 languages –
CC25 – extracted from the Common Crawl (CC)
(Wenzek et al., 2020; Conneau et al., 2020). It
16
17

provides a set of parameters that can be finetuned for any of the language pairs in CC25 including English and Chinese. Loading mBART
initialization can provide performance gains for
monolingual/multilingual/cross-lingual tasks and
serves as a strong baseline.
We treat our 5 tasks as Machine Translation(MT)
task. Specifically, context, knowledge, and goals
are concatenated as source language input, which
could be monolingual, multilingual, or crosslingual text, then the corresponding response is
generated as the target language output. Since the
response could be in different languages, we also
concatenate a language identifier of response to
the source input. Concretely, if the response is
in English, the identifier is EN, otherwise ZH, no
matter what language the source input is. We finally fine-tune the mBART model on our 5 tasks
respectively.
6.3

Experiment Results

Table 3 and Table 4 presents automatic evaluation
results on automatic translation 18 parallel corpus
and human translation parallel corpus (DuRecDial
2.0). Table 5 provides human evaluation results on
DuRecDial 2.0.
Automatic Translation vs. Human Translation: As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, the models of XNLG (Chi et al., 2020) and mBART (Liu
et al., 2020a) trained with human-translated parallel corpus (DuRecDial 2.0) are both better than
those trained with machine-translated parallel corpus across almost all the tasks. The possible reason
is that automatic translation might contain many
translation errors, which increases the difficulty for
effective learning by models.
English vs. Chinese: As shown in Table 4 and
5, the results of Chinese related tasks (Task 2, 3(ZH>ZH), 5) are better than that for English related
tasks (Task 1, 3(EN->EN), 4) in terms of almost
all the metrics, except for F1 and DIST1/DIST2.
The possible reason is that: (1) most of entities in
this dataset are from the domain of Chinese movies
and famous Chinese entertainers, which are quite
different from the set of entities in English pretraining corpora used for XNLG or mBART; (2)
then the pretrained models perform poorly for the
modeling of these entities in utterances, resulting
in knowledge errors in responses (e.g., the agent
might mention incorrect entities in responses that

Please see supplemental material for more details.
Please see supplemental material for more details.

18
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We use https://fanyi.baidu.com/

Tasks

Methods

F1

BLEU1/ BLEU2

DIST-1/DIST-2

Knowledge P/R/F1

LS

UTC

1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)
1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)

XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART

43.78%
36.58%
42.03%
36.61%
41.98%
36.53%
66.96%
46.29%
63.69%
46.23%
64.31%
53.55%

0.202/ 0.123
0.319/ 0.213
0.199/ 0.131
0.322/ 0.208
0.201/ 0.129
0.323/ 0.202
0.285/ 0.195
0.363/ 0.259
0.254/ 0.168
0.368/ 0.237
0.267/ 0.185
0.392 / 0.304

0.016/ 0.053
0.010/0.033
0.008/ 0.021
0.006/ 0.020
0.019/ 0.075
0.014/ 0.052
0.018/ 0.057
0.011/0.042
0.008/ 0.023
0.006/ 0.024
0.027/ 0.084
0.026/ 0.097

0.173/0.211/0.179
0.327/0.401/0.352
0.171/0.207/0.173
0.324/0.393/0.351
0.123/0.162/0.139
0.308/0.394/0.318
0.276/0.313/0.285
0.416/0.491/0.432
0.253/0.300/0.266
0.432/0.499/0.451
0.229/0.261/0.236
0.421/0.514/0.439

15.19%
22.17%
10.03%
22.03%
14.81%
21.43%
21.03%
35.89%
13.11%
35.81%
21.37%
37.04%

11.44%
20.29%
11.31%
20.31%
13.61%
20.06%
20.26%
31.98%
18.55%
31.99%
22.79%
30.86%

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results on parallel corpus of automatic translation. Task 1-5 represent the 5 different
tasks on DuRecDial 2.0: (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen ), (Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen , Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ),
(Xzh , Gen , Ken , Yen ), and (Xen , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ). Task 1 and 2 are monolingual, task 3 is multilingual, and task 4
and 5 are cross-lingual.“EN”, and “ZH” stands for English, and Chinese respectively.

Tasks

Methods

F1

BLEU1/ BLEU2

DIST-1/DIST-2

Knowledge P/R/F1

LS

UTC

1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)
1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)

XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART

49.66%
36.58%
44.15%
36.62%
45.75%
36.77%
68.38%
46.29%
64.38%
46.37%
67.43%
55.69%

0.265/ 0.173
0.319/ 0.213
0.202/ 0.142
0.329/ 0.182
0.239 / 0.171
0.330/ 0.203
0.325/ 0.245
0.363/ 0.259
0.268/ 0.192
0.366/ 0.241
0.314/ 0.231
0.430 / 0.325

0.018/ 0.050
0.010/0.033
0.009/ 0.021
0.008/ 0.023
0.013/ 0.036
0.011/ 0.053
0.017/ 0.054
0.011/0.042
0.007/ 0.024
0.006/ 0.025
0.013/ 0.040
0.019/ 0.077

0.244/0.291/0.260
0.327/0.401/0.352
0.173/0.211/0.185
0.328/0.405/0.359
0.217/0.259/0.211
0.331/0.393/0.355
0.350/0.396/0.362
0.416/0.491/0.432
0.307/0.367/0.325
0.412/0.493/0.436
0.328/0.379/0.343
0.455/0.536/0.476

16.31%
22.17%
13.01%
22.29%
14.55%
21.57%
28.90%
35.89%
16.11%
36.31%
24.26%
38.67%

15.18%
20.29%
12.31%
20.62%
15.03%
20.17%
24.77%
31.98%
20.55%
32.59%
23.83%
32.11%

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results on DuRecDial 2.0. Task 1-5 represent the 5 different tasks on DuRecDial 2.0:
(Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen ), (Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen , Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), (Xzh , Gen , Ken , Yen ),
and (Xen , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ). Task 1 and 2 are monolingual, task 3 is multilingual, and task 4 and 5 are cross-lingual.
“EN”, and “ZH” stands for English, and Chinese respectively.

Turn-level results

Dialog-level results

Tasks

Methods

Fluency

Appro.

Infor.

Proactivity

Know. Acc.

1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)
1(EN->EN)
2(ZH->ZH)
3(EN->EN)
3(ZH->ZH)
4(ZH->EN)
5(EN->ZH)

XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
XNLG
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART
mBART

1.96
1.94
1.95
1.93
1.94
1.95
1.97
1.97
1.97
1.98
1.96
1.97

1.09
1.16
0.98
1.18
1.07
1.15
1.21
1.22
1.06
1.27
1.17
1.29

0.33
0.37
0.29
0.39
0.34
0.41
0.46
0.51
0.44
0.53
0.46
0.52

1.08
1.03
0.97
1.01
1.02
1.05
1.19
1.15
1.01
1.18
1.10
1.21

0.68
0.68
0.42
0.61
0.44
0.62
0.68
0.68
0.51
0.55
0.53
0.79

Coherence

Rec. success rate

0.31
0.38
0.22
0.40
0.29
0.42
0.46
0.52
0.37
0.68
0.41
0.60

13%
23%
10%
27%
10%
27%
17%
20%
10%
23%
13%
33%

Table 5: Human evaluation results on DuRecDial 2.0 at the level of turns and dialogs. “Appro.”, “Infor.”, “Know.
Acc.”, “Rec.”, “EN”, and “ZH” stands for appropriateness, informativeness, knowledge accuracy, recommendation,
English, and Chinese respectively. Task 1-5 represent the 5 different tasks on DuRecDial 2.0: (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen ),
(Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), (Xen , Gen , Ken , Yen , Xzh , Gzh , Kzh , Yzh ), (Xzh , Gen , Ken , Yen ), and (Xen , Gzh , Kzh ,
Yzh ). Task 1 and 2 are monolingual, task 3 is multilingual, and task 4 and 5 are cross-lingual.
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are not relevant to current topic), since some entities might never appear in the English pretraining
corpora. The accuracy of generated entities in responses is very crucial to model performance in
terms of Knowledge P/R/F1, LS, UTC, Know. Acc.,
Coherence, and Rec. success rate. Therefore incorrect entities in generated responses deteriorate
model performance in terms of the above metrics
for English related tasks.
Monolingual vs. Multilingual: Based on the
results in Table 4 and 5, the model for multilingual Chinese task (Task 3(ZH->ZH)) are better
than the monolingual Chinese model (Task 2) in
terms of almost all the metrics (except for DISTINCT and Knowledge Accuracy). It indicates that
the use of additional English corpora can slightly
improve model performance for Chinese conversational recommendation. The possible reason is
that the use of additional English data implicitly
expands the training data size for Chinese related
tasks through the bilingual training paradigm of
XNLG or mBART, which strengthens the capability of generating correct entities for a given dialog
context. Then Chinese related task models can generate correct entities in responses more frequently,
leading to better model performance.
But the model for multilingual English task
(Task 3(EN->EN)) can not outperform the monolingual English model (Task 1). The possible reason
is that the pretrained models can not perform well
on the modeling of entities in dialog utterances,
resulting in poor model performance.
Monolingual vs. Cross-lingual: According to
the results in Table 4 and 5, the model of EN->ZH
cross-lingual task (Task 5) perform surprisingly
better than the monolingual Chinese model (Task
2) in terms of all the automatic and human metrics
(except for Fluency) (sign test, p-value <0.05). It
indicates that the use of bilingual corpora can consistently bring performance improvement for Chinese conversational recommendation. One possible
reason is that XNLG or mBART can fully exploit
the bilingual dataset, which strengthens the capability of generating correct entities in responses for
Chinese related tasks. Moreover, we notice that
the model performance is further improved from
the multilingual setting to the cross-lingual setting,
and the reason for this result will be investigated in
the future work.

(Task 1), which is consistent with the results with
the multilingual setting.
XNLG vs. mBART: According to the evaluation results in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5, mBART
(Liu et al., 2020a) outperforms XNLG (Chi et al.,
2020) across almost all the tasks or metrics. The
main reason is that mBART employs more model
parameters and it uses more parallel corpora for
training when compared with XNLG.

7

Conclusion

To facilitate the study of multilingual and crosslingual conversational recommendation, we create
a bilingual parallel dataset DuRecDial 2.0 and define 5 tasks on it. We further establish baselines
for monolingual, multilingual, and cross-lingual
conversational recommendation. Automatic evaluation and human evaluation results show that our
bilingual dataset, DuRecDial 2.0, can bring performance improvement for Chinese conversational
recommendation. Besides, DuRecDial 2.0 provides
a challenging testbed for future studies of monolingual, multilingual, and cross-lingual conversational
recommendation. In future work, we will investigate the possibility of combining multilinguality
and few (or zero) shot learning to see if it can help
dialog tasks in low-resource languages.

8

Ethical Considerations

We make sure that DuRecDial 2.0 was collected in
a manner that is consistent with the terms of use of
any sources and the intellectual property and privacy rights of the original authors of the texts. And
crowd workers were treated fairly. This includes,
but is not limited to, compensating them fairly, ensuring that they were able to give informed consent,
and ensuring that they were voluntary participants
who were aware of any risks of harm associated
with their participation. Please see Section 3 and
4 for more details characteristics and collection
process of DuRecDial 2.0.
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Appendix

2. Dialogue-level Human Evaluation Guideline

1. Turn-level Human Evaluation Guideline

Coherence measures fluency, relevancy and logical consistency of each response when given the
current goal and global context:

Fluency measures fluency of each response:
• score 0 (bad): unfluent and difficult to understand.

• score 0 (bad): more than two-thirds responses
irrelevant or logical contradictory to the given
current goal and global context.

• score 1 (fair): there are some errors in the
response text but still can be understood.

• score 1 (fair): more than one-third responses
irrelevant or logical contradictory to the given
current goal and global context.

• score 2 (good): fluent and easy to understand.
Appropriateness examines relevancy of each response when given the current goal and local context:
• score 0 (bad): not relevant to the current goal
and context.
• score 1 (fair): relevant to the current goal and
context, but using some irrelevant knowledge.

• score 2 (good): otherwise.
Recommendation success rate measures the percentage of times users finally accept the recommendation at the end of a dialog:
• score 0 (bad): user not accept the recommendation.

• score 2 (good): otherwise.
Informativeness examines how much knowledge
(goal topics and topic attributes) is provided in
responses:
• score 0 (bad): no knowledge is mentioned at
all.
• score 1 (fair): only one knowledge triple is
mentioned in the response.
• score 2 (good): more than one knowledge
triple is mentioned in the response.

• score 1 (good): user finally accept the recommendation.
3. Case Study
Figure 3 shows the conversations generated by
mBART via conversing with humans, given the
conversation goal and the related knowledge. It can
be seen that the use of additional English data can
bring performance improvement for Chinese conversational recommendation, especially in terms of
Knowledge P/R/F1.

Proactivity measures how well the model can
introduce new topics with good fluency and relevance:
• score 0 (bad): some new topics are introduced
but irrelevant to the context.
• score 1 (fair): no new topics/knowledge are
used.
• score 2 (good): some new topics relevant to
the context are introduced.
Knowledge accuracy evaluates correctness of the
knowledge in responses:
• score 0 (bad): all knowledge used is wrong,
or no knowledge is used.
• score 1 (fair): part of the knowledge used is
correct.
• score 2(good): all knowledge used is correct.
4346

Goal
sequence

问答(周迅)-->闲聊(周迅)-->电影推荐(李米的猜想)-->再见(再见)
QA(Xun Zhou)-->Chitchat(Xun Zhou)-->Movie recommendation(The Equation of Love & Death)-->Goodbye(Goodbye)

Knowledge

华语 电影传媒大奖 _ 最佳女演员
(Chinese Film Media Awards_ Best Actress)

演技超好 ，脸蛋真漂漂 。(Amazing acting skills and gorgeous look.)
获奖
（Awards） 评论
（Comment）
评论
李米的猜想（The Equation of Love & Death ）
她是真正的为演艺而生。
主演
（Comment）
前无借鉴，后无来者。
周迅（Xun zhou） ( starring)
评论
(She was really born for
（Comment）
星座
acting. There's no reference
（Constellation）
口碑
before, nor after.)
获奖
（Reputation）
（ Awards ）
天秤座
（Libra）

亚洲电影大奖最佳女主角
（ Asian Film Awards Best
Actress ）

口碑还好(Good reputation)

周迅 在 这部 影片 中 奉献 出 了 极富 投入
的 激情 与 诚意 ， 把 观众 带入 了 那场
“ 死 了 都 要 爱 ” 的 情境 里 ， 让 人生 出
许多 关于 城市 、 关于 爱 、 关于 得失 的
感慨 。(The Equation of Love & Death is still
a story about waiting and love, but the love in
the film is so romantic that it makes people
smile with tears. Xun Zhou has dedicated her
passion and sincerity in this film, bringing the
audience into the “life and death love", and
giving birth to a lot of emotions about the city,
about love, and about gains and losses.)

Task1:Monolingual(English)

Task2:Monolingual(Chinese)

Task3_en:Multilingual(English)

Task3_zh:Multilingual(Chinese)

User: What is Xun Zhou's star sign
Bot: Xun Zhou is a Libra.
User: Good for you! You know so much.
Bot: I also know that she has won the Asian Film
Awards for Best Actress.
User: She's my idol. Her acting skills are
excellent.
Bot: Yes, her acting is also very good. She has
won the Golden Horse Award for Best Actress.
User: I like watching movies by her very much.
Bot: Since you like her so much, I'd like to
recommend her movie The Equation of Love &
Death to you. It's a good movie.
User: How's the reputation of this movie
Bot: Reviews are fine.
User: I 'll see it now.
Bot: I'm sure you'll like it.
User: Let's talk next time, goodbye.
Bot: Goodbye.

User: 周迅 的 星座 是 什么 ？
Bot: 她 是 天秤座 的
User: 你 真棒 ！ 知道 的 真多 。
Bot: 你 喜欢 周迅 吗 ? 她 可是 台湾 电影 金马奖
最佳 女 主角奖 , 华语 电影 传媒 大奖 最 受欢迎
女演员 呢
User: 周迅 可是 我 的 偶像 ， 她 的 演技 超好 。
Bot: 是 的 呢 , 她 还 获得 过 华语 电影 传媒 大奖
观众 票选 最受 瞩目 女演员 , 大众 电影 百花奖
最佳 女主角 。
User: 我 非常 喜欢 她 演 的 电影 。
Bot: 那 我 给 你 推荐 一部 她 的 电影吧 , 『 如
果 · 爱 』 , 周迅 演 的 很 不错 哦 , 是 一部 轻松
浪漫 、 趣味盎然 的 电影 。
User: 这部 电影 的 口碑 怎么样 ？
Bot: 口碑 还好 。
User: 那 我 现在 去 看看 啦 。
Bot: 你 一定 会 喜欢 的 。
User: 下次 再聊 ， 再见 。
Bot: 再见 。

User: What is Xun Zhou's star sign
Bot: She's a Virgo.
User: Good for you! You know so much.
Bot: Speaking of Xun Zhou, she has won the Best Actress
of the Hong Kong Film Awards.
User: She's my idol. Her acting skills are excellent.
Bot: You have a good taste. She's also the Most Popular
Actress of Chinese Film Media Awards.
User: I like watching movies by her very much.
Bot: I'd like to recommend a movie The Little Prince
starred by her. It's a good movie. It's worth seeing.
User: How's the reputation of this movie
Bot: Reviews are fine.
User: I'll see it now.
Bot: It won't let you down.
User: Let's talk next time, goodbye.
Bot: Goodbye.

User: 周迅 的 星座 是 什么 ？
Bot: 周迅 是 天秤座 的
User: 你 真棒 ！ 知道 的 真多 。
Bot: 说起 周迅 , 她 可是 获得 过 亚洲 电影 大奖 最
佳 女主角 呢 , 你 喜欢 她 吗 ?
User: 周迅 可是 我 的 偶像 ， 她 的 演技 超好 。
Bot: 是 啊 , 她 还 获得 过 华语 电影 传媒 大奖 观
众 票选 最受 瞩目 女演员 , 华语 电影 传媒 大奖 观
众 票选 最受 瞩目 女演员
User: 我 非常 喜欢 她 演 的 电影 。
Bot: 那 我 给 你 推荐 一部 她 主演 的 电影 《 笑傲
江湖 》 , 是 一部 很 不错 的 电影 , 是 一部 爱情 电
影 , 很 不错 的 影片 哦 。
User: 这部 电影 的 口碑 怎么样 ？
Bot: 口碑 还好
User: 那 我 现在 去 看看 啦 。
Bot: 你 一定 会 喜欢 的 。
User: 下次 再聊 ， 再见 。
Bot: 再见 !

(a) Case generated by mBART for task 1-3.
Goal
sequence
Knowledge

问答(周迅)-->闲聊(周迅)-->电影推荐(李米的猜想)-->再见(再见)
QA(Xun Zhou)-->Chitchat(Xun Zhou)-->Movie recommendation(The Equation of Love & Death)-->Goodbye(Goodbye)
华语 电影传媒大奖 _ 最佳女演员
(Chinese Film Media Awards_ Best Actress)

演技超好 ，脸蛋真漂漂 。(Amazing acting skills and gorgeous look.)
获奖
（Awards） 评论
（Comment）
评论
李米的猜想（The Equation of Love & Death ）
她是真正的为演艺而生。
主演
（Comment）
前无借鉴，后无来者。
周迅（Xun zhou） ( starring)
评论
(She was really born for
（Comment）
星座
acting. There's no reference
（Constellation）
口碑
before, nor after.)
获奖
（Reputation）
（ Awards ）
天秤座
（Libra）

亚洲电影大奖最佳女主角
（ Asian Film Awards Best
Actress ）

口碑还好(Good reputation)

周迅 在 这部 影片 中 奉献 出 了 极富 投入
的 激情 与 诚意 ， 把 观众 带入 了 那场
“ 死 了 都 要 爱 ” 的 情境 里 ， 让 人生 出
许多 关于 城市 、 关于 爱 、 关于 得失 的
感慨 。(The Equation of Love & Death is still
a story about waiting and love, but the love in
the film is so romantic that it makes people
smile with tears. Xun Zhou has dedicated her
passion and sincerity in this film, bringing the
audience into the “life and death love", and
giving birth to a lot of emotions about the city,
about love, and about gains and losses.)

Task4:Crosslingual(English )

Task5:Crosslingual(Chinese )

User: 周迅 的 星座 是 什么 ？
Bot: She's a Taurus.
User: 你 真棒 ！ 知道 的 真多 。
Bot: Thank you for your praise. I also know that she has won the Best Actress Award of the Asian Film
Awards.
User: 周迅 可是 我 的 偶像 ， 她 的 演技 超好 。
Bot: Yes, her acting is also very good. She has won the Best Actress of the Asian Film Awards.
User: 我 非常 喜欢 她 演 的 电影 。
Bot: Since you like her so much, I‘d like to recommend her movie Perhaps Love to you. It's a great movie.
User: 这部 电影 的 口碑 怎么样 ？
Bot: Reviews are fine.
User: 那 我 现在 去 看看 啦 。
Bot: I'm sure you'll like it.
User: 下次 再聊 ， 再见 。
Bot: Goodbye.

User: What is Xun Zhou's star sign
Bot: 周迅 是 天秤座 哦
User: Good for you! You know so much.
Bot: 你 喜欢 周迅 吗 ? 她 可是 亚洲 电影 大奖 最佳 女主角 呢
User: She's my idol. Her acting skills are excellent.
Bot: 是 的 呢 , 而且 她 还 获得 了 华语 电影 传媒 大奖 最佳 女演员 , 华语 电影 传媒 大奖 最佳 女演员
User: I like watching movies by her very much.
Bot: 那 你 看过 她 主演 的 《 李米的猜想 》 吗 ? 这部 电影 很 不错 哦 , 是 一部 轻松 浪漫 、 浪漫 、 爱 的
故事 。
User: How's the reputation of this movie
Bot: 这部 电影 的 口碑 还好
User: I'll see it now.
Bot: 不 客气 , 你 喜欢 就 好 。
User: Let's talk next time, goodbye.
Bot: 再见 。

(b) Case generated by mBART for task 4-5.

Figure 3: Conversations generated by mBART: texts in4347
red color represent correct knowledge being appropriate in
current context, while texts in blue color represent inappropriate knowledge.

